


Doyl Levett / Dawn Levett 

Attributes 

Agility  d6 

Strength  d6 

Alertness d10 

Intelligence d8 

Charisma d10 

Willpower d8 

Vitality  d6 

 

Initiative:  d10 + d6 

Life points: 14 

 

 

 

Skills 

Athletics    d4 

Covert    d4 

Craft    d6  

Discipline   d4 

Guns    d6 

Influence   d6 

  Conversation  d8 

Knowledge   d4 

Melee weapons  d4 

Mystic arts   d6 

  Grenades  d8 

  Medicinal  d8 

  Potions   d10 

Perception   d6 

  Read lips  d8 

Ranged weapons  d6 

Wounds 

Stun 



Doyl Levett / Dawn Levett 

As one of the only known caffeinomancers Doyl spent years unknowingly honing his skills as a head barista at a small chain of coffee 

shops before being recruited into the Brotherhood of the Celestial Torch. Doyl now serves the Brotherhood as a potion master, 

infusing his coffees with potent magical energies. Despite facing supernatural horrors on a regular basis Doyl remains a smiling, 

cheerful and chirpy individual, often to the point where his upbeat positivity grates on the more subdued members of the Chapter. One 

of the few situations guaranteed to impact significantly upon Doyl’s mood is being sent out on missions during the night. This is due to 

having been trapped in the Warehouse for almost a week, during which time he was hunted by a pack of unusually sized rodents. To 

this day he avoids being alone in the dark and carries a high powered lantern with him at all times.

Assets 

Initiate of the mystic arts -You are a natural born mage, 

capable of casting coffee based spells (see attached 

sheet) 

Personal Dimensional satchel - Your satchel contains a 

small dimensional pocket with essentially unlimited space 

inside. Anything that can fit in the opening of the bag may 

be stored inside it. The pocket is stocked with all the 

ingredients a master barista may require. 

Good natured -You are cheerful, chirpy and almost 

always in a good mood. Add d4 to any Charisma rolls 

where this is an advantage. 

Sharp sense (hearing) - You know how to pick out voices 

and sounds even when there is substantial background 

noise. Add d4 to any Perception rolls involving listening. 

Complications 

Fear of the dark – You are scared of the dark after being 

trapped in an abandoned section of the Warehouse early 

in your Demon Hunter career. Subtract d4 from all actions 

when you are in dark locations. Increase this to d6 if you 

are in pitch darkness. 

Klutz – You are more than a little uncoordinated. Subtract 

d8 from all actions involving throwing, catching or 

maintaining balance. The GM may also invoke this 

complication for other actions. 

Addiction – You drink coffee like it is water. If deprived of 

a regular source (or you forget to drink it regularly) you will 

begin to suffer from headaches and withdrawal symptoms. 



Caffeinomancy 

Decaf special: Willpower + Mystic arts / grenades   Difficulty: 7 

Ritual cast time: 6 minutes to produce a batch of 3   Quick cast time: 2 rounds to produce 1 (you take 3 stun) 

Effect: You produce decaf grenades which explode on impact causing 3d6 stun. Grenades must be used within 30 minutes 

of preparation before they go cold and the magic dissipates.  

 

Quadruple espresso: Intelligence + Mystic arts / medicinal Difficulty: 11 

Ritual casting time: 5 minutes to prepare 1    Quick cast time: Cannot be quick cast 

Effect: Whoever drinks the espresso regains d8 points of stun damage. A trained medic (medicine d6 or higher) may use 

this potion in combination with a first aid roll to treat d8 points of wound damage instead. This potion must be used within 30 

minutes of preparation before it goes cold and the magic dissipates. 

 

Belgian hot chocolate: Willpower + Mystic arts / potions  Difficulty: 9 

Ritual casting time: 5 minutes to prepare 1    Quick cast: Cannot be quick cast 

Effect: Whoever drinks this has their willpower reduced by 2 steps, however they must be first convinced / forced / tricked 

into drinking the potion. This potion must be used within 30 minutes of preparation before it goes cold and the magic 

dissipates. 

Grande caramel latte: Alertness + Mystic arts / potions.   Difficulty: 7 
Ritual casting time: 2 minutes to prepare 1    Quick cast time: 30 seconds to prepare 1 (you take 2 stun) 
Effect: While being held this potion provides a +2 step bonus to stealth if attempting to hide in plain sight. This effect only 
works if you are in the process of drinking the coffee and ends when you reach the bottom of the cup or when it goes cold 
(30mins after preparation). 

Caffe misto: Agility + Mystic arts / medicinal    Difficulty: 5 
Ritual casting time: 1 minute to prepare 1    Quick cast time: 1 round (you take 1 wound) 
Effect:  Drinking this potion negates any penalties from trying to see in the dark (it does not affect Doyl’s fear of the dark 
however). The effect lasts 30 minutes but any bright lights will cause you to take penalties as your vision is now too 
sensitive.  



Doyl Levett / Dawn Levett 

Caffeinomancy (continued) 

The spells on the other sheet represent those you use 
most frequently, other spells may be created on the fly but 
are likely to have higher difficulties or penalties for quick 
casting. All of your spells must make use of coffee as the 
primary spell focus. 

 

Equipment 

Personal dimension satchel (see assets) 

Pistol, d6 wound damage 

Light body armour, soaks 1 wound from each attack 

Electric lantern (high powered) 

Maglite (may be used as a melee weapon, d2 basic 

damage) 

Cheerful personality 

 

 

 

 

Space for Notes 


